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MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY AND RADIAL
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SAMPLES OF SPECIFIC SHAPE DETERMINED
BY GENETIC ALGORITHM
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Flux distribution in a Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 superconductor sample, shaped
as a thin disk with a hole in the center, and covered with a thin layer of
magnetic garnet, was observed by means of magneto-optical Faraday effect.
Applying external magnetic field perpendicularly to the sample plane with
zero field cooling history, we were able to observe the flux trapped in super-
conductor, visible as concentric rings. Both directions of the trapped field
were observed near the sample surface. Using the genetic algorithm we were
able to determine the radial distribution of concentric currents in the sample
under study.

PACS numbers: 74.60.Ge, 74.60.Ec, 74.60.Jg

1. Introduction
Flux penetration in plates or thin film of superconductors was presented in

several papers [1-3], because it is an interesting and fundamental problem. Flux
trapping and flux motion are very important for 8uperconductor applications, eSpe-
cially for high temperature superconductors (HTSC). We believe that commercial
applications of high temperature superconductors will make use of HTSC thin
films or bulk materials in presence of external magnetic field, especially the field
perpendicular to their surface. Such a field may induce electric currents in HTSC
samples. A study and analysis of flux penetration and magnetic flux density dis-
tribution near the HTSC sample make possible the determination of distribution
of corresponding currents inside the sample.

A Faraday technique, with a garnet fllm as a sensor, was used to determine
the z-component of B(x, y) - the local magnetic flnx den8ity in the xy plane of a
sample. The images of magnetic domains were acquired by photo camera and by
CCD camera, and digitized by a frame grabber in a PC-type computer.

In our paper we present an experimental study of the magnetic flux penetra-
tion into a ring-shaped, high-temperature superconductor, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 single
crystal. The aim of this paper is the determination of current distribution in HTSC
ring from the flux distribution after changes of external magnetic field perpendic-
ular to the ring. The results, obtained by computer simulations using the genetic
algorithm, are in very good agreement with experimental data.
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2. Experiment
Our measurements were performed using magnetooptical techniques to vi-

sualize the flux penetration into a HTSC sample after its special preparation. The
complete sample was in form of a sandwich, owning axial symmetry and consisting
of a glassy substrate plate, a HTSC ring (a disk with a cylindrical hole in the center)
and the cover layer made of disk-shaped garnet film. The dimensions of the HTSC
ring were: the inner diameter 2r 1 = 0.236 mm, the outer diameter 2r2 = 0.622 mm
and the thickness h = 0.350 mm. The diameter of the garnet layer was equal to
10 mm and its thickness was 0.0115 mm. We used the garnet film with stripe do-
mains arranged in a labyrinth pattern. The magnetization vector within domains
was oriented normally to the garnet film surface. The saturation level of the garnet
film sensor was close to 110 Oe. The sandwich HTSC/garnet film was prepared to
be strain free. Soft changes of magnetic domain pattern subjected to low magnetic
fields confirmed that this was indeed the case. All the experiments were performed
with the sample placed in a continuous flow cryostat Oxford CF-204. Basic soft-
ware, i.e. MultiScan program, used in our computer system to store/retrieve and
process the images, were delivered by CSS Ltd. The source of external magnetic
field, applied perpendicularly to the sample's plane, was a pair of Helmholtz coils.
The results reported here were obtained at the liquid helium temperature, 4.2 K.
We present several results, obtained at various magnitudes of magnetic field acting
on the sample, starting from the zerofleld cooled (ZFC) state.

3. Calculations
The experimental data, serving as an input for calculations, described the ra-

dial distribution of magnetic field close to superconductor. The task for computer
simulation was to reconstruct the distribution of electric currents in a supercon-
ducting ring. The computed distribution of currents had to simulate the experi-
mental distribution of magnetic field near the superconductor in the regions, where
our magnetic sensor was saturated, as well as in those regions, where the magnetic
domain structure was well resolved. The only two assumptions, we have made at
this point, were that only the component jφ of a current is non-vanishing and that
it is a smooth function of r — the distance from the geometric center of a sample.
The method used, the smooth genetic algorithm [4], is a very general optimizing
procedure, based on a series of transformations applied to a set of many trial so-
lutions of a given problem, at once, in order to improve them. In our case better
solutions are those, which generate a better approximation to the experimentally
observed distribution of z-component of magnetic field near the sample. To be
more specific: we introduce the objective function serving as a measure of discrep-
ancy between observed and simulated distributions of a field. This function should
be minimized during the calculation course. It is simply an average absolute value
of differences between simulated and observed x-components of magnetic field per
degree of freedom. We define the degree of freedom as a number of experimental
points, for which either the simulated value of a field exceeds the saturation field
of a sensor and the sensor is not saturated or the magnitude of simulated field
does not exceed the saturation field of a sensor. Other points, i.e. those with satu-
rated sensor and simulated magnitude of magnetic field exceeding the saturation
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field of magnetic cover layer, do not contribute to the objective function (iff, ad-
ditionally, both fields have the same sign). The demagnetizing field, generated by
non-uniformly magnetized sensor (and usually neglected), was taken into account
at every step of calculations.
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4. Results

The radial distributions of currents obtained as a result of computer mod-
eling, as well as the simulated and measured distributions of magnetic field near
the superconducting ring, are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1a shows the situation with external field introduced after ZFC cycle.
The consecutive figures b, c and d present more results obtained after ZFC cycle.
Ιn Fig. 1b the magnetic field was reduced to zero after reaching first the value of
Hmax = 900 Oe. Next, the sign of field was reversed and the field was increased
again. Figures lc and 1d show this evolution as a variation in currents' distribution
caused by the change of external magnetic field.
• It should be stressed that the obtained distributions of current, and their

changes induced by changes of external magnetic field, are qualitatively consistent
with existing basic theoretical models [5]. The quantitatively agreement with other
author's results is also noticeable.

5. summary

The application of an optical system, which joins features of two kinds of
microscopes, namely the transmissive and reflective one, makes possible to ob-
serve, and evaluate, the distribution of magnetic flux just above the surface of the
superconducting ring, within the hole and around its edges.

Taking into account the demagnetizing field of a magnetized garnet layer
greatly improved the shapes of simulated magnetic field distributions in regions
far from the superconducting ring.

The simulation procedure (the genetic algorithm) does not require earlier
knowledge of an analytical, or any other, form of future solutions. Nevertheless,
the solutions, it delivers, are consonant with theoretical models.
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